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The Toyota VZ engine family is a series of V6 gasoline piston engines ranging from 2. The
blocks are all strongly made using cast iron with large interconnected main bearing cradles and
two bolt main bearing caps. Forged steel crankshafts , and cast iron main bearing support
girdles became standard with the 3VZ-FE. Piston and ring construction are typical parts, with
rods varying between large and very large for stock V6 production engines. The 1VZ-FE is a 2.
The 2VZ-FE is a 2. Bore and stroke is The 3VZ-E is a 3. Bore remains at It has a forged steel
crankshaft and cast connecting rods. The upper intake plenum is of the split-chamber design
with Toyota's ACIS variable-intake system feeding three sets of runners for both heads. To
make the engine fit in FWD engine bays, Toyota tilted the motor towards the firewall. The main
bearings are shared with the 3VZ-E, but little else. The engine was available in some parts of
Asia in the Toyota Windom until May Compression ratio is 9. The 3VZ-FE is fairly common in
most parts of the world, having a long lifespan in popular models. The 4VZ-FE is a 2. Bore is
Compression ratio of this engine was raised from 9. Engine was only sold with Japanese market
vehicles. The 5VZ-FE is a 3. Bore is up to It has a cast iron engine block, and aluminum DOHC
cylinder heads. The 5VZ-FE uses sequential multi-port fuel injection , has four valves per
cylinder with shim-over-bucket tappets and features large cast connecting rods, one-piece cast
camshafts, a cast crank unlike the 3VZ-FE, which was forged and a cast aluminum intake
manifold. This engine also features an oil cooler integrated in the radiator and a wasted spark
ignition system with three coils. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not
cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine. Categories : Toyota
engines introductions V6 engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: Articles
lacking sources from December All articles lacking sources Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota
Motor Corporation. Toyota G engine I6. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota VZ
engines. Our entire inventory of JDM engines, transmissions, and parts are sourced directly
from Japan with miles so low, you'll feel like you're driving a new car. All of our engines are
carefully inspected to ensure compression, leakdown, and performance results meet original
manufacturer specifications. Please contact us if you have not performed any JDM engine
swaps before and we can assist you with further technical advice. Although some critical parts
like water pump, timing belt, timing chain tensioner, etc. Listings typically use sample pictures
of item rather than actual pictures of item unless otherwise mentioned. We can ship to a
residential address or we can arrange for you to pick up the item at the closest freight terminal
near you. Liftgate service means that the truck service delivering your item will be equipped
with a mechanical motorized lift on the back of their truck that allows them to drop the heavy
item down to ground level and move it around. Liftgate is required if a forklift or commercial
loading dock is not present at the delivery address. Have a question? The term 'JDM' often
refers to engines or other vehicle parts that are sourced directly from Japan with very light use
and very low miles instead of higher-mileage American junkyards. They work perfectly well with
American cars and are the best option for replacing an old engine. We first opened our doors in
in Clifton, NJ. Since our humble beginnings, we have made it our mission to not only provide
the highest quality engines and parts, but also stronger and longer warranties than any other
JDM engine provider as well as expert technical support from hardcore car enthusiasts. Our
team is made up of people that share your same passion for all things related to engines and
speed. Feel free to give us a call at and let us prove it to you. If any part of the vehicle has
violations including windshield defects, bald tires, etc. It is at this point that we get to inspect
the engine, drivetrain, and other critical components of vehicles with very low mileage that are
regularly very well maintained throughout its lifetime. If it passes our compression, leakdown,
and comprehensive performance tests, we then extract the drivetrain from the vehicle and ship
them from Japan to our warehouse in New Jersey. We make sure to perform these tests
carefully because the risk of importing a bad engine and having to provide a refund after selling
such item is an enormous risk we are not willing to take on behalf of our valued clientele. This is
how we have managed to stay in business for so long: by providing nothing but the best
engines and parts possible, and always standing proudly behind our products. Excellent
performance is our mission and we reject any item that does not meet our standards. That
means you get to keep your original engine and parts. During most swaps, you may have to
reuse certain parts from your original engine. For this reason, we do not require any engine
cores back. We sell engines as "longblocks", meaning the bottom end and cylinder head
including the valvetrain, pistons, crankshaft, and camshafts. Exterior parts and systems related
to fuel injection, ignition, intake, etc. These parts are considered gifts and are not covered under

warranty. Often times these included parts can and will work, we just offer them as a gift. What
is liftgate service? Every engine type unique and our expert support staff is here to assist you
with your specific project needs. There are also all kinds of installation tutorials for specific
engine swap projects that are often readily available on search engines like Google, forums, and
Youtube. Other common replacement parts include spark plugs, gaskets, thermostat, and other
critical parts related to timing, cooling, ignition, and other critical performance systems. The
best time to perform maintenance work is before installation, as this will ensure a long, healthy
life and a valid warranty. If you are delivered an item that is not suitable for your car, we will take
the item back at our expense and replace the item or refund you. We will also reach out to you
before shipping to confirm you are receiving the correct engine in the event that your vehicle
came with multiple engine options. If you have any questions about item fitment, please feel
free to contact us. Added to cart successfully! You have successfully subscribed! The engine
was producted on Toyota Motor Manufacturing Alabama. The cylinder bore is Compression
ratio rating is 9. The crankshaft is supported by 4 bearings. The 5VZ-FE engine has a cast-iron
crankshaft. The crankshaft is integrated with 5 counterbalance weights, for the LandCruiser
Prado Series the crankshaft has nine counterbalance weights and a dual-mode damper.
Crankshaft main journal diameter is The engine used forged, sintered connecting rods and
aluminum pistons with full-floating type piston pins. Each piston is equipped with two
compressions and one oil control rings. The cylinder head is made of aluminum alloy. The
intake camshafts are driven by a belt and the exhaust camshafts are driven by gears off the
intake camshafts. The stock size of fuel injectors is cm 2 per minute. Calculate the thickness of
new adjusting valve shim so valve clearance comes within specified values. Valve shims are
available in 17 sizes to range from 2. We try to use verified sources and official documentation,
however, differences between sources or errors in entering information may occur. We do not
provide advice on technical issues related to the engines operation or repair. We do not
recommend using provided information for engines repairing engines or spare parts ordering,
use only official service manuals and spare-parts catalogs. The oil capacity has mentioned is
wrong. The oil capacity of 5vz-fe is 5. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Contact
As. Dear visitors, this site is not a trading platform, an official dealer or a spare parts supplier,
so we do not have any price lists or spare parts catalogs. We are an information portal and
provide the technical specifications of gasoline and diesel engines. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. With filter change 5. Idle speed: More than 29 kPa
0. The 3. This engine was developed for Toyota SUVs and off-road vehicles specifically. The
cast iron cylinder block is from the 3VZ-FE, but it has a bigger bore size for increasing
displacement from 3. The engine has a V-shaped configuration with a degree cylinders angle.
Larger bore size required new pistons to achieve a compression ratio of 9. At the top of each
cylinder block, aluminum DOHC cylinder heads were installed with four valves per cylinder.
They are the same as the 3VZ-FE heads, but with slight modifications. Camshafts specs of both
engines are different. Camshafts are driven by timing belt. The engine got a new intake manifold
with longer runners, which also helps to produce maximum torque at low and middle engine
speed. The fuel injection system was modified; engineers used a sequential multiport fuel
injection SFI. The 5VZ-FE also got a new ignition system. The exhaust manifolds were optimized
to produce more torque as well. The 5VZ engine was equipped with oil cooler and new more
productive coolant fan to improve the situation with overheating on the off-road terrain. It was
produced until and then replaced by the 1GR-FE engine. The favorite way to increase the power
and torque of the 5VZ is to install a supercharger on it. There are many bolt-on kits on the
market available for this V6 engine like TRD supercharger kit which uses Eaton M62
supercharger. This upgrade requires replacing the stock fuel injectors by the fuel injectors from
the 2JZ-GE engine or any high-performance injectors for increased fuel consumption. The
output with stock bottom parts pistons, connecting rods, crankshaft, etc. The 5VZ is more
reliable than its predecessor. But there are still can be found problems with head gasket
occurred the engine overheating. The lifespan of 5VZ is a little bit longer, and it is about , miles

of mileage , km. With careful maintenance and the high-quality oil, it is possible to run more
miles without any troubles. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block
material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain
layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio.
Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
Toyota modified the shape of the intake air chamber and intake manifold to improve intake
efficiency. Toyota also utilized a semi-dual crossover pipe design to improve exhaust efficiency.
The intake and exhaust ports were also increased along with the cylinder displacement. Toyota
changed the piston pin on the 5VZ, from the semi-floating type used on the 3VZ, to a full-floating
piston pin design to compliment the 5VZs higher power output from the increased piston
displacement. Blocks are surfaced to obtain a completely flat erosion free mating surface. Block
surfaces are measured to crankshaft centerline and cut to same height. All blocks are bored
over to next piston size. This is done to achieve correct piston skirt clearance. These are all
removed during the rebuild process along with all expansion plugs for proper cleaning of the
block. This is considered a short block or lower rotating assembly that includes block,
crankshaft, rods, pistons, piston pins, piston rings, bearings, expansion plugs and oil galley
plugs. Engines sold with exchange for your rebuildable core. Cylinder head are Toyota castings
that are stripped down bare, inspected, and measured for thickness. Heads that pass inspection
are surfaced for a true mating surface to match up to the machined surface on the block. A
surfaced head, surfaced block, OEM head gasket, and new TTY head bolts torqued to factory
specs will guarantee the longest life possible out of your engine. Cutting corners will result in
shorter engine life and premature head gasket failure. Toyotas 5VZ-FE 3. These timing
components are all installed and confirmed to be at the proper camshaft to crankshaft timing
location. All Rights Reserved. All prices are in USD. Compare Now. Please wait Currency
Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0. Toggle Top Menu. Search Search. Follow us on Facebook.
Main Navigation. Home Rebuilt Toyota Engines Toyota 3. Toyota 3. Add To Cart. Add to
Compare. Add to Wishlist. Choose Options. Toyota Engine- Toyota V6 3. New Products. Current
Top Sellers. Popular Products. We specialize in Toyotas and Toyota vehicles exclusively.
Because our sales staff specialize exclusively in Toyota parts we have built a national repution
and loyal customer base that regularly contacts us for parts from around the country, from
Seattle, to Miami. Selected For Comparision Compare Now. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas '
started by YotaKid62 , Jan 21, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World!
You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE
account. Post Reply. What's the most miles anybody has gotten on a v6 engine taco? Just
curious, i have a taco and its only got 65k miles. I'm thinkin' ill have this thing for awhile lol.
Ihope so anyway. YotaKid62 , Jan 21, TacoMan and tcp like this. I'm sure I will have mine for a
while too. I have a Taco with only 72k on it but I love it. GQ and Bahamayellow like this. Rusty 06
4x4 , Jan 21, Hamer95USA likes this. My 02 had , miles when I sold it. They're little frickin tanks.
Willrox1 likes this. Of course, he has a Toyota mechanic that is a buddy of his that keeps it up
for him. I've just passed k. No problems here, just gen maintenance. Yeeaa, buddie! I had , miles
with only timing belt, spark plug replacements before the frame failed on my DC92T likes this. I
had 47, before I blew my first 3. The 5vz is bullet proof Fire Chicken , Vision10 ,
firstgentacotuesday and 9 others like this. I have K on my V6 3. Now I am playing a catch-up
game though, as I have lapsed on some general maint things. Cichlidgeek , Jan 21, If I
remember correctly the 3. I've heard of some guys making hundred horsepower on factory
bottom end. My just passed K. I have k and just replaced original clutch. Just have to keep up
with oil changes and timing belt. In the end OldWrencher , suaveflooder , Taco Addiction and 13
others like this. Konaborne , Jan 21, Leer top with thule racks and MOAB from thule. New carpet
and new racing seats. Nwor springs and adjustable coil overs. Sky jacker rear shocks. Slot and
drilled rotors. Engine Titanium ceramic coated headers, no cat, jba cat back. Typical stuff. It
hasn't even been broken in. StAndrew , Jan 21, I remember reading about a guy who was a
storm chaser. I remember one engine had around k on it and the other had like k or something. I
forget which thread they were in let me do some digging TeamSarcasm , Jan 21, Tucker likes
this. Airun , Jan 21, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Thread: life span of a 3. All Categories.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Filter Results. New Search Filter Results 1. Latest
Offers First. Search for Toyota Tundra in your location. Please enter your ZIP code. Contact For
Price. Smart Chevrolet. Schoepp Motors. North Bend Chevrolet. Ennis Ford, Inc. River Bend
Ford, Inc. Shotwell Street, Bainbridge, GA. Gateway Ford Lincoln. Larson Chrysler Jeep Dodge.
Legacy Chrysler Jeep Dodge. Jensen's Lemars Ford. Big Valley Ford, Inc. Highway M, Ewen, MI.
Hayes Auto Sales. Winning Moments Semper Fi Motors. SCA Auction. Roadsters Auto. Toyota
Tundra By Trim. Popular Searches. Toyota Tundra 4X4 For Sale. Toyota Tundra With A 3. Toyota

Tundra With A 4. Toyota Tundra With A 5. Toyota Tundra 6 cylinder For Sale. Toyota Tundra V6
For Sale. Toyota Tundra V8 For Sale. Blue Toyota Tundra For Sale. Green Toyota Tundra For
Sale. White Toyota Tundra For Sale. Red Toyota Tundra For Sale. Silver Toyota Tundra For Sale.
Beige Toyota Tundra For Sale. Gray Toyota Tundra For Sale. Black Toyota Tundra For Sale.
Similar Cars. Other Toyota Models. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By
Price. Toyota Tundra SR5. Toyota Tundra SR. Toyota Tundra SR 5. Toyota Tundra SR5 5. Toyota
Tundra Edition. Toyota Tundra Limited. Toyota Tundra Platinum. Toyota Tundra SR 4. Toyota
Tundra SR5 4. Toyota Tundra 4. Toyota Tundra 5. Toyota Tundra Limited 5. Toyota Tundra SR5
V6. Toyota Tundra Work Truck. Toyota Tundra V6. Toyota Tundra SR5 V8. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. Has anyone seen or heard of many problems with the 3. I know the 3. I am looking at
my first 4runner being probably a SR5, and I am wondering if there were any major changes in
the engine setup and design or known problems to be aware of. I know about the pink
milkshake issue with the tranny, but wondering more of any engine trouble, and what changes
there were to the engine in the 3rd gen. Member's Picture Albums. Find More Posts by the great
him. The 3. There are no major issues that affect it in general. Of course there are the
exceptions, with headgasket failure and thrown rods being the two major things that have been
known to happen More common would probably be sludging Even sludged up, the 3. Minor
things like valve cover leaks, coil packs going bad, etc are what you'll be dealing with as the
mileage gets higher. But those are considered normal maintenance. Originally Posted by
quicksilvr. Originally Posted by the kid. Originally Posted by JimmySox. Hey Quick, Thanks for
the info! Can't wait to get my hands on my first 4runner, but I need to be patient and find the
right one! Have you seen or heard of many axle problems breaking etc. I had been a fan of jeeps
for a long time before loving these Toyotas, but they had so many issues with axles. I owned a
4x2 Grand Cherokee for about 5 years and it was totaled. Now I am stuck with a soccer van until
I can get my hands on my first yota :]. Baja Runner. I believe the 3. They go forever as long as
its been cared for. Even non cared-for 3. Funny you mention the axles I am the only person I
know of who's broken a rear axle I have yet to seen another broken one, but im sure it's
happend. That being said, you don't need to worry. Mine needs fuel from time to time. Originally
Posted by pengwin. Yep, far superior to a 22re I can't believe I just said that BB code is On.
Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or
service names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. JimmySox Junior Member. Known problems
with 3. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by JimmySox. Visit the great him's homepage! Join
Date: Jan Location: St. Find More Posts by quicksilvr. Quote: Originally Posted by quicksilvr
The 3. Quote: Originally Posted by the kid this motor has none that i know of, its one of toyotas
best motors ever. Quote: Originally Posted by the kid any motor can do that, nothing is beyond
braking even when stock, but throwing rods in a 3. Baja Runner Member. Find More Posts by
Baja Runner. MTDewX8 Member. Find More Posts by jacob Find More Posts by pengwin.
UARandy3 Member. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Got a 3rd gen, few little problems. JBL
Problems. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a
Sponsor. Due to heavy volume, our current lead time on rebuilt engines is weeks. This is for all
Engines that will ship, be picked up or installed. Engines will ship by freight or local pickup. Any
other method selected below will ship additional cart items separately from your engine. Call for
a quote to your address. Select an option Yes No. Our Complete Toyota 3. Yota1 has quality
Toyota Cores that we bring back to better than new condition with precision machining. Using
the best in Factory Toyota and aftermarket parts available. We have found them to be much
more reliable and that is all we use. Our engines include Break-In Oil. We require this oil to be
used during the first miles while your engine is breaking in. Clearances are. If you are having
trouble with the Oil Cooler question, please click here for more information on identifying if you
have an oil cooler or not. Once your core has been received, a thorough inspection is
completed according to our core return guidelines. A refund check will then be issued based on
approval. Please allow 30 days for your core refund to be issued. Please see the Core Policy
page to see what qualifies as a rebuildable engine core. You can bring your core when you pick
up your engine or make arrangements to have it shipped to us. You are responsible for the
shipping and or transportation cost of your core. When we arrange shipping, the cost
2006 chevy impala accessories
2006 ford f 350 crew cab configurations
toyota corolla 2012 interior
is deducted from your core refund. In some circumstances, shipping your core may cost as
much as your core charge. In that case, we still encourage you to send some of the lighter

weight items from your core to us. If you have any other questions about the engine or core,
please feel free to call us at or email info yota1. If you have any other questions about the
engine or core, please feel free to call us at or email. Does your engine have an oil cooler?
Competitive shipping rates to a commercial address with a forklift or loading dock. Additional
charges may apply if a lift gate is required There is an additional charge for a residential
delivery requiring a lift gate. Some additional charges may be avoided if there is a fork lift or
loading dock at the residential address This item is available for pick up. Please call us to
discuss a possible lead time. All OEM! Please see the options on this engine for prices. Vehicle
Parts Filter Select Year Select Make. Select Model. Your Cart.

